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Welcome from  
the Chair

I 
feel I must, perhaps inevitably, first recognise the 
huge impact the global pandemic has had, and 
still continues to have. It has affected everyone 
associated with MHA, most notably our tenants, 
staff and board members, but also our partners 
and wider stakeholders. Never did we cherish as 

much our families and friends, and more generally our 
lives, until we were no longer able to live and love as 
we wished to.  Our home lives have been affected, 
but so too our working lives, with the two being at 
times incapable of separation.

The wider community of Muirhouse, which we are so 
proud to be a part of, has also had to face significant 
challenges. Despite this, some 18 months after we 
first went into the national lockdown, we are now 
able to begin to see an end to this most difficult of 
times, and a return to some normality, albeit one still 
different from what we were previously used to.

It is at times such as these that the services, and 
values, of a community led housing association 
such as MHA become even more important. Yes, 
the national lockdown has meant that we have had 
to operate with severe restrictions on many of the 
services we normally provide, and the associated 
impact on how our staff deliver those services. Even 
now our staff are not yet fully back in the office, and 
the office is still effectively closed.

Despite this, once again, our staff have been 
magnificent, and continue to be so. I never cease 

to be full of admiration for their hard work, endless 
positivity, and dedication to our tenants and the wider 
Muirhouse community. They have worked tirelessly 
to keep in touch with tenants, offering advice and 
support, which has become even more important 
during the last 18 months. They have the sincere 
gratitude of myself, and the whole board, for their 
commitment and efforts.

Firstly, I wish to acknowledge the huge effort and 
hard work of our Board members. As in any year there 
have been changes to the Board membership, which 
I should like to highlight. During the year we saw 
the resignation of Helen Armour, and in the period 
since we have also seen the resignations of Carol 
Duncan, Janette Lynch, Jonathan Brigain, Adam Gray 
and Rhona Cameron.  All these volunteers played 
an important role in providing leadership and sound 
oversight on the Board, and I’d offer my grateful 
thanks to each and every one of them for their efforts 
and hard work.

I would, though, wish to single out my special thanks 
to Bob McDougall, our former chair, who has likewise 
now stepped down from the Board. Bob joined the 
board 5 years ago, at a time when MHA was facing 
a very challenging period, being in High Engagement 
with the Scottish Housing Regulator. It has been a 
huge team effort to turn the organisation around, 
but Bob has been central in this. Bob brought wise 
and steady leadership, but also an ability to bring 
people together and to support those who might 
be struggling. Bob, from his many years in the social 
housing sector, also brought his commitment to 
ensuring that our tenants got nothing less than the 
very best services MHA could give them, including 
high quality but affordable homes.

Bob has also been a great support to myself, and the 
staff, and the MHA family offers him sincere thanks 
for all he has done for MHA.

I am delighted to be bringing you this Annual 
Report, my first as Chair of Muirhouse Housing 
Association. Whilst the Annual Report covers 
the period of 1 April 2020 – 31 March 2021, I 
have taken the liberty of highlighting some more 
notable recent events too, so hopefully making 
the report as relevant as possible.Chair, Iain Strachan

... once again, our staff 
have been magnificent, and 
continue to be so. I never 
cease to be full of admiration 
for their hard work ...
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To all our former Board members, I offer a huge thank 
you for all their time, efforts and commitment to 
MHA, which is immensely appreciated. I wish each of 
them the very best for the future.

Once again, I would wish to also acknowledge the 
huge professionalism and hard work of our staff, 
who in very challenging circumstances have knuckled 
down to continue providing our tenants with superb 
services, as demonstrated by our performance figures 
which you will find elsewhere in this report. The 
staff have the utmost respect and thanks of myself 
and the rest of the Board for their amazing effort, 
professionalism and commitment to MHA and our 
tenants. 

We have likewise had a number of staff changes 
during the year, and we likewise offer a thank you 
for the positive contributions of those that have 
moved on. I would also give a special mention to our 
Interim Chief Executive, Barry Allan, who stepped 
up in January 2021 following the resignation of the 
previous Chief Executive. Barry has done a great job, 
in very difficult times, and been a wonderful support 
to the staff.

We all hope that we are now seeing the start of 
Scotland’s recovery from the pandemic. At MHA 
we are likewise looking to the future. With our 
previous Chief Executive moving on, MHA is currently 
undertaking a Strategic Options Appraisal, as the 
Scottish Housing Regulator would expect all social 
landlords to do in such circumstances. The purpose 
of the Strategic Options Appraisal is to, in essence, 
consider how MHA might best move forward, and 
decide upon the strategic approach that is in the best 
long-term interest of MHA and its tenants. We have 
appointed independent consultants to assist us with 
this review, and already sought the feedback of our 
tenants and key partners. We currently expect that the 
Board will consider the consultant’s report in October. 

I firmly believe that MHA is well placed to come 
strongly out of the pandemic. Not only will we 
have a refreshed strategic approach, but we remain 
financially strong with well performing governance 
and regulatory functions. Indeed, we have likewise 
sought to further improve our financial position by 
recently completing a review of the loans we hold 
with our banks, which will save us money and assist 
us in our planned programme of improvement works, 
including works to improve the energy efficiency of 
our homes.

MHA was formed in 1992, driven by the vision and 
hard work of local residents. We honour this legacy 
by continuing to support community activism, and 
I am delighted that even with the huge challenges 
of the last year we were able to provide funding for 
local projects. I am also certain that this principle will 
remain at the heart of MHA in the future.

In conclusion, I offer my grateful thanks to the 
staff and the Board for all their help, support and 
enthusiasm over the last year. I also want to offer 
my thanks to our tenants, for staying with us and 
showing support and appreciation, as well as 
understanding of the challenges our staff have faced. 

I suspect that covid has made everyone re-assess their 
lives, at least to some extent, and what is important 
to them. What is clear to me, from my own personal 
reflections, is that our local communities are an 
important part of who we are, and those communities 
that have a vibrancy and spirit of community are to be 
cherished. Muirhouse is one of those places.

I felt very honoured to be chosen as MHA’s Chair, and 
still do, because I know it is a wonderful organisation. 
I also know I speak for everyone at MHA, staff and 
Board, that we look forward with renewed optimism 
to continuing to working closely with our tenants 
and local partners, and to making a lasting positive 
contribution to Muirhouse, well into our 30th year 
and far beyond.

If anyone wishes to contact me about anything 
connected to the work of MHA, then please feel free 
to email me on chair@muirhouseha.org.uk. You 
can also leave a message for me by phoning the MHA 
office.

Iain Strachan, 
Chairperson

What is clear to me, from  
my own personal reflections,  
is that our local communities 
are an important part of who 
we are ...

mailto:chair%40muirhouseha.org.uk?subject=
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Our Mission - We will provide 
high quality, truly affordable 
homes and services for 
residents and strengthen our 
engagement and partnerships 
to enrich the community and 
safeguard our environment.

Our  
Mission

Our Vision is an engaged, 
thriving, desirable and  
eco-friendly Muirhouse with 
high quality, truly affordable 
and greener homes.

Our  
Vision

Our Values - In upholding 
our central value of providing 
high quality, affordable 
homes and services, our 
behaviours and decisions 
will demonstrate our 
commitment to.

Our  
Values

Excellence:

Ensuring the highest 
standards in all that we do 
and innovating to continually 
improve.  Across the MHA 
Group, we are committed 
to providing a high quality, 
customer focused service that 
demonstrates value for money.

Caring:

Being compassionate about 
and responding appropriately 
to the needs of our residents, 
staff, and Board.

Mutual  
Respect:

Valuing the views, knowledge, 
expertise, and skills of others 
and collaborating to achieve 
good outcomes for residents, 
staff and the Association.  
We will continue to be a 
leading member of the local 
community, working with 
our customers and statutory, 
voluntary, and private sector 
partners.

Our Vision, Our Mission,  
Our Values
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MHA Performance

The purpose of the Annual Performance Report is to 
provide you as tenants of Muirhouse Housing Association 
with information on how we have performed across the 
outcomes contained within the Scottish Social Housing 
Charter. This report will focus on providing you with 
content relating to how we deliver our services to you, 
how our performance compares against the average 
Scottish Social Landlord performance and some of the key 
achievements and challenges in the year.

Tenant
Satisfaction

Quality of  
Housing

Repairs and
Improvements

Neighbourhood 
and Community

Tenancy 
Sustainment

Rents and  
value for money

How results 
compare to last 
year Increased 

positive
Decreased 
positive

Increased 
negative

Decreased 
negative

Remains as 
previous 

year



Percentage of tenants 
surveyed who were 
satisfied with the 
overall service which 
we provide

93.86%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 88.95%

Percentage of 
tenants who feel 
their landlord is 
good at keeping 
them informed about 
services and decisions

93.86%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 91.71%

Percentage of 
tenants satisfied with 
the opportunities 
given to them to 
participate in their 
landlord’s decision 
making processes

80.51%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 86.57%
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Tenant Satisfaction Change from 
2019/20

Please Note: The satisfaction indicators which remain unchanged are based on the tenant satisfaction survey 
which was undertaken in October 2019.



Percentage of our 
stock meeting the 
Scottish Housing 
Quality Standard 
(SHQS)

99.41% -0.39%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 90.96%

Percentage of 
existing tenants 
satisfied with the 
quality of their home

94.22%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 87.14%
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Quality of Housing Change from 
2019/20

Percentage of stock 
meeting the Energy 
Efficiency Standard 
for Social Housing 
(EESSH)

100.0%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 87.34%



Average length 
of time taken to 
complete non 
emergency repairs

3.77 days 1.01 
days

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 6.74 days

Percentage of 
reactive repairs 
carried out in the last 
year completed right 
first time

94.59% -0.41%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 91.46%

Percentage of 
tenants surveyed 
who were satisfied 
with the repairs and 
maintenance service 
provided

100.0% 9.68%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 90.05%

Properties that 
require a gas safety 
record which has had 
a gas safety check 
and record completed 
by the anniversary 
date

100.0%
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Repairs and Improvements Change from 
2019/20

Average length 
of time taken to 
complete emergency 
repairs

1.81 hours
0.13 

hours

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 4.22 hours



Percentage of 
tenants satisfied with 
the Association’s 
contribution to the 
management of the 
neighbourhood they 
live in

82.67%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 86.08%

Percentage of 
antisocial behaviour 
cases resolved within 
locally agreed targets

100.0%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 94.40%
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Neighbourhood and Community Change from 
2019/20
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Percentage of 
tenancy offers 
refused

5.88% 15.32%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 31.9%

Percentage of 
lettable houses that 
became vacant in the 
last year

 2.96% 1.04%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 6.95%

Average time to  
re-let properties

46.50 days 38.9
days

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 56.29 days

Percentage of new 
tenancies sustained 
for more than a year

100.0%

Tenancy Sustainment Change from 
2019/20
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Rent collected as a 
percentage of the 
total rent due in the 
reporting year

99.65%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 99.06%

Percentage of tenants 
who feel the rent 
they pay for their 
property represents 
good value for 
money

91.7%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 82.77%

Percentage of Gross 
Rent Arrears as at 
31st March 2021

3.85% 0.99%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 6.14%

Percentage of rent 
due lost through 
properties being 
empty during the last 
year

0.34% 0.25%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 1.37%

Rent increase for 
2020/21

1.0% 0.9%

SCOTTISH
AVERAGE 1.2%

Rents and value for money Change from 
2019/20



Size of home Number owned 
Muirhouse 

Housing 
Association

Scottish Average Local Peer Group 
Average

1 bedroom 125 £73.90 £79.48 £92.78

2 bedroom 196 £87.10 £82.60 £99.18

3 bedroom 145 £98.10 £89.81 £103.76

4 bedroom 40 £112.00 £99.97 £120.55
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Average weekly rents

Landlord 
profile
(as at 31/3/2021)

 Homes owned

506 

£2,470,797

Total rent  
due in the year



Statement of Financial Position
 Notes  2021  2020
  £ £ £ £
Fixed assets
Housing properties 10a  27,382,709  28,290,049
Other tangible fixed assets 10b  93,295  105,218
Intangible fixed assets 10c  15,818  12,294
   --------------  ---------------
   27,491,822  28,407,561

Investment 11  1  1
  
Current assets
Debtors 15 161,266  152,060
Cash at bank and in hand 20 2,035,256  1,448,203
  ---------------  ---------------
  2,196,522  1,600,263
Creditors:  amounts falling due within
  one year 16 (1,054,253)  (1,192,282)
  ---------------  ---------------
Net current assets   1,142,269  407,981
   ---------------  ---------------
Total assets less current liabilities   28,634,092  28,815,543

Creditors:  amounts falling due after more
  than one year 17  (22,015,889)  (22,815,975)

Provisions for liabilities 
SHAPS defined benefit obligation 18  (214,000)  -
   ---------------  ---------------
Net assets   6,404,203  5,999,568
   =========  ========
Capital and reserves
Share capital 21  61  56
Revenue reserves 22  6,404,142  5,999,512
   ---------------  ---------------
   6,404,203  5,999,568
   =========  =========

As at 31 March 2021

Statement of Comprehensive Income

 Notes  2021  2020
  £ £ £ £
Turnover 2  3,296,802  3,243,533
Operating expenditure 2  (2,301,406)  (2,717,212)
Loss on disposal of fixed assets   (739)  (6,629)
   --------------  --------------
Operating surplus 8  994,657  519,692
Interest receivable and other income  761  3,642
Interest payable and similar charges 7 (321,560)  (355,741)
Other finance costs  (2,000)  (11,000)
  --------------  --------------
   (322,799)  (363,099)
   --------------  --------------
Surplus before taxation   671,858  156,593
Taxation 9  -  -
   -------------  --------------
Surplus for the year   671,858  156,593

Actuarial loss in respect of pension schemes 18  (267,228)  437,332  
   --------------  --------------
Total comprehensive income for the year   404,630  593,925
   ========  ========

For the year ended 31 March 2021

There were no discontinued operations during the year.  As a consequence, the results relate wholly to continuing activities.
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The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Board of Management and signed on its behalf on 9 August 2021.
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How do we spend your rent?

Expenditure 
2020/21

18%

16%

44%

6%

16%

Maintenance and Repairs

Loan Interest

Management/Overheads

Other Services

Loan Repayments



Board of management  
(as at 30th September 2021)
Iain Strachan (Chair)
James Roy Douglas (Vice Chair)
Pascale Adriaens
Grace Baxter  
William Grieve
Eric Hollanders
Drew Moore  
Julie Smith
Martin Thoronka
Harry Woodward

Registered Office
11 Muirhouse Medway
Edinburgh
EH4 4RW 

T: 0131 336 5282 
E:  info@muirhouseha.org.uk
W: www.muirhouseha.org.uk

Muirhouse Housing Association Limited

Muirhouse 
Housing 
Association

Principle Banker
The Royal Bank of Scotland
239 St John Road
Edinburgh
EH12 7XA

Funders
CAF Bank 
5 Kings Hill Avenue
Kings Hill
West Malling
Kent 
ME19 4JQ

Bank Of Scotland 
Ground Floor 
The Mound 
Edinburgh
EH1 1YZ

Auditors
RSM UK Audit LLP
Chartered Accountants
First Floor, Quay 2
139 Fountainbridge
Edinburgh
EH3 9QG

Internal Auditors
BDO LLP
4 Atlantic Quay
70 York Street 
Glasgow 
G2 8JX

Solicitors 
TC Young 
69a George Street
Edinburgh
EH2 2JG
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